
Video Replay: https://vimeo.com/879028840/ea70b9069c?share=copy  

12:00:50  From  Sheri Millenbaugh (Faber) Ohio : Sheri Faber (Millenbaugh Ohio 

12:01:55  From  Amy Paquette : Amy Paquette Albuquerque NM 

12:02:14  From  Gunita : Gunita P. - Miami, FL 

12:03:16  From  Melanie Haymond : If the abuser motions for a GAL, can the survivor oppose the 

motion?  What reason would she give in her motion? 

12:06:01  From  KAMILLA : GAL - Guardian ad Litem 

12:15:13  From  Tracy : QUESTION - If it is clear that she has a bad attorney. She does not have the 

money to change attorneys what can she do? 

12:17:54  From  KAMILLA : Ex parte order is a type of court order permitting a party to be absent 

in a hearing under emergency circumstances. 

12:18:06  From  Joy Forrest : Reacted to "Ex parte order is a ..." with    

12:20:59  From  iPhoneTina Lawson : So hard Brooke (yucky         for sure)…Sadly so common that 

daughters take on responsibility for their fathers (as they’re childish victims)…sadly       happening now 

w’ my daughters     

                     for God to intervene like only He can‼️ 

12:22:20  From  iPhoneTina Lawson : Very Wise Dr Debra‼️ 

12:23:38  From  Becki Johnson : QUESTION Can the mom reach out to the school counselor? 

12:24:32  From  KAMILLA : PRO SE - When a litigant proceeds without legal counsel, they are said 

to be proceeding "pro se." 

12:24:52  From  Brooke Eggen, CTPM Advocate Coordinator : Replying to "QYESTION Can the 

mom..." 

They were homeschooled by mom at dad’s insistence 

12:25:08  From  Becki Johnson : Replying to "QYESTION Can the mom..." 

UGH 

12:25:28  From  Gunita : Is there a way to tell how the abuser will be during a divorce? Are there 

any green or red flags? 

12:28:26  From  Ann : That was a great interview! Could this mom see this interview?  QUESTION 

12:28:49  From  Ann : i.e. the interview with Elizabeth 

12:30:38  From  iPhoneTina Lawson : Love the story Joy…giving up can mean “we fight differently” 

                     & continue to be an example & Loving       them! 

https://vimeo.com/879028840/ea70b9069c?share=copy


12:30:46  From  Joy Forrest : Reacted to "Love the story Joy…g..." with      

12:32:52  From  gretchen sewart : In the 10/17 training, you mentioned tools for detecting 

financial fraud (such as hidden accounts).  What kind of tools do you have available? 

12:37:32  From  KAMILLA : Dr. Debra’s email:     faith.advocacy8@gmail.com  

12:38:21  From  KAMILLA : Chart for documenting behaviors/impacts: 

https://www.houseofpeacepubs.com/Advocacy%20Courses/documents/Timelineexample.docx  

12:38:35  From  KAMILLA : Child and Mother Sabotage (CAMS):   https://www.shera-

research.com/latest-news/from-parental-alienation-to-abusers-child-and-mother-sabotage-cams-as-a-

preferable-term-for-how-perpetrator-fathers-intentionally-sabotage-the-child-mother-connection  

12:44:19  From  Angel : I’m having to go back through this now and have been applying the 

timeline to therapy records as well 

12:47:49  From  Brooke Eggen, CTPM Advocate Coordinator : Here is the link for the Q&A on 10-

24-2020 with Elizabeth Stewart-Williams mentioned in class 

https://vimeo.com/user24998836/review/472579982/4252e7e154  

12:48:33  From  Joy Forrest : Thank you! 

12:51:46  From  Tracy : QUESTION - Is there a place where we can look up case law for our 

particular state? 

12:54:06  From  Melanie Haymond : How important is it to cite case law in a motion? 

12:54:08  From  KAMILLA : womenslaw.org or findlaw.com 

12:57:56  From  KAMILLA : Promulgate: 

To declare or announce publicly or to proclaim. Especially with regard to laws or regulations, to put into 

force or effect. 

12:58:06  From  Brooke Eggen, CTPM Advocate Coordinator : Reacted to "Promulgate: 

To decla..." with      

13:02:32  From  Helenmary : Thank you all so much for your help as always.  I'll be in touch with 

you Dr. Debra about the 3-way session with Tommie.  I am so very thankful for each one of you.  God 

Bless you and thank you for your generous, compassionate spirits.  You bless us all. 
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